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Cheymore Gallery is happy to present Sites Seldom Scene, a two-person show featuring Neal
Bashor and Sarah Hotchkiss, curated by Brad Ewing, on view from October 12 until December
14, 2019, with an opening reception for the artists Saturday, October 12, 5–7 pm. There will be a
brief artist talk during the opening at 5:30 pm. This is both Bashor and Hotchkiss’ first
exhibition with the gallery and features a selection of sculptures, paintings, and drawings.
Neal Bashor uses metal, paper, and paint to create objects that manifest through playful drawing
sessions. The initial fluid drawings in “Satchel Series” help inform his three-dimensional works,
with the drawings acting as preambling gestures. We see cartoon-like leather carriers stretching
to capacity with logs and debris, as he fleshes out which shape could be the most unpredictable.
Bashor’s “Arch Carts” seem to emerge from a James Castle drawing, with their molded curves
and soft lines still resolving themselves. While innately resistant to the efficiency of drawing, the
utilitarian carts retain the tension and energy of his first thoughts on paper. The unexpected
stasis found in the “Red Letter Wall Wheels,” positioned to disrupt the architectural sameness of
the gallery space, is made using a solid steel rod that Bashor has bent into place, connecting the
symbols and patterns we find in Hotchkiss’ works.
Sarah Hotchkiss uses masonite, cardboard, and gouache in her paintings and sculptures to
playfully explore the traditions in geometric abstraction, and entertainment ephemera (i.e.
games for people and enrichment objects for animals). Her vibrant gouache on panel works
“Favorite Things” and “From Red Square to Red Square” are inspired by board games she finds
in her weekly outings to a flea market in San Francisco. Attracted to their elegant yet utilitarian
design elements, Hotchkiss meticulously combines symmetry, bright colors and simple
geometric shapes to create visual puzzles that pose the question: how does it work? “Windchime
Jellyfish,” a scaled-up version of a bird toy, fills the center of the gallery with colorful painted
wooden ornaments, bells, and chain link—one of her paintings come to kinetic life. Two papiermâché sculptures on pedestals, “Hamster Moon Bridge” and “Hamster Cannon,” are true to
their original size, presented here as human fascinators, showing us the inherent need to play
that all creatures have.
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Neal Bashor is a Los Angeles based artist. He received a B.F.A. from Cornish College of the
Arts and an M.F.A. from University of Southern California. Recent exhibitions include: “Henry
is Blue” a group show curated by Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer and Despina Stokou; “The Soft Shoe” a
group show organized by Mateo Tannat and Neal Bashor for Rainbow in Spanish; “A Public
Fiction at The Hammer Museum/Tragedy + Time at Public Fiction” curated by Lauren Mackler
and Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer at The Hammer Museum and Public Fiction, Los Angeles, CA; “Rural
Sculpture,” Reserve Ames, Los Angeles. Neal Bashor was a 2015 recipient of the Rema Hort
Mann Foundation’s Emerging Artist Grant.
Sarah Hotchkiss is a San Francisco based artist and arts writer. She received a B.A. from
Brown University and an M.F.A. from California College of the Arts. Recent exhibitions include:
"You're Weird for Building This", a two-person show with Stephanie Rohlfs at Royal NoneSuch
Gallery and a three-person show at San Francisco's Guerrero Gallery. She has attended
residencies at Skowhegan, ACRE and the Vermont Studio Center. She watches a lot of science
fiction, which she reviews in the semi-regular publication Sci-Fi Sundays. In 2019, she received
the Dorothea & Leo Rabkin Foundation prize for her work as the visual arts editor for KQED,
the Bay Area's NPR and PBS affiliate.

